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Abstract
A large number of technical publications, especially journal articles or conference articles,
are published every year. Thanks to the Internet this literature is now searchable; however, it
is not easy to find desired information by use of unstructured search engines like Google etc.
A better search can be done by use of structured databases which have been in use many
years before the Internet was born. These databases are still available to purchase thus have
difficulties to exist against the free Internet search engines. NDT.net is a database of NDT
Literature and recognizes the need for free access to literature. Today many NDT
conferences and NDT societies deliver their content to the NDT.net database to give the best
service to their NDT community. As another benefit the conference host or the NDT Society
can get a conference CD as a "hard copy" of the NDT.net database content. This paper
describes the principles of the NDT.net database.
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The Internet Search
When searching a subject by using Google or similar Internet search engines, it is almost like
gambling or gathering for a lucky hit. A search of “ultrasonic weld testing” demonstrates this
result.

Fig.1 Example of an Internet search via Google

Results 1 - 10 of about 1,160,000
1. Ultrasonic testing and image processing for in-progress weld ...
www.ndt.net/article/shaun/shaun.htm

This first item in the results list shows an article of NDT.net, in principle good, but why an article from
1996 and just this one which is not very strongly related to the search term?

2. Weld Inspection of Ultrasonic Inspection 2 - Training for ...
www.ndt.net/article/0498/ginz_wel/ginz_wel.htm

This NDT.net article ranking on item 2 meets the subject better.

3. Ultrasonic testing (Knowledge Summary)
www.twi.co.uk/j32k/getFile/ksndt003.html

A very general introduction without being specific in weld testing

4. Radiographic and ultrasonic weld inspection: Establishing weld ...
www.thefabricator.com/WeldingInspection/WeldingInspection_Article.cfm?ID=111

This one page article without any illustrations isn’t very informative.

5. Neural classification of lamb wave ultrasonic weld testing signals ...
ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/19/20126/00930439.pdf?arnumber=930439

Just an abstract, we have to purchase the full-text article

6. Welcome to IEEE Xplore 2.0: Neural classification of Lamb wave ...
ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=930439

The same abstract as above.

7. 341 Results for [ultrasonic]
www.aws.org/cgi-bin/swish.cgi?query=ultrasonic&start=30

A list of search results of the American Welding Society which may lead to usefull information.

8. [PDF] Automatic Ultrasonic Weld Inspection
www.mechanicalintegrityinc.com/AUTweld.PDF

This seems to be a useful commercial information of a company

9. TPT Nondestructive Testing & Nondestructive Evaluation Services
www.twinportstesting.com/ndt.htm

Homepage of a company which offers NDT services

10. [PDF] ULTRASONIC TESTING
www.aindt.com.au/newsite/index.php?name=Downloads&req=getit&lid=17

A course information of the Australian Society for NDT.

This search example shows the typical problems of a general Internet search engine like
Google:
1. No specific group of information, like search of product or article
2. No time scale of the information
3. Ranking is not acording to the usefulness of the hit
Although this is a critical assesment, no doubt a search via Google has also its benefits. For
sure you will get something, especially for rare themes Google finds most of the time content
on the Internet.
Database Search in NDT.net
The NDT.net database uses MySQL. MySQL (SQL=Structure Query Language) is the
world's most popular open source database software, with over 10 million active installations.
Many of the world's largest and fastest-growing organizations use MySQL to save time and
money powering their high-volume Web sites, business-critical systems and packaged
software -- including industry leaders such as Yahoo!, Alcatel, The Associated Press, Suzuki
and NASA [1].
We compare the Internet search “ultrasonic weld testing” with a search in NDT.net database.
First the database offers the possibility to select a specific field where we want to search.
1. Article & News
2. Web Resources
3. Products and Services
4. Forum Discussions
5. Employment

Fig.2 Navigation to a specific information field
Let us decide to do an article search which will show us in principle what the benefits of
using an SQL are. The search form offers a lot of filters which we may use to limit the
search. Someone who prefers not to use the filters just needs to enter a term into the search
field.

Fig.3 Database search form

Main search filters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Age of the article
Language
Country of origin of the authors
Main stream NDT method like UT (ultrasonic testing)
Specific publication or conference proceedings
Articles of companies of the exhibition

In this search example we would select the filter 5 UT (ultrasonic testing). The other search
term “weld” we enter in the text field box. The search text field offers us more options.
Where to search:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Whole Document
Title
Keyword
Author
Institution

It makes sense to choose one of the 1-3 filter options. If we search in title we will encounter
the subject very well but much more if we search in keywords. If we do not chose the
keyword limiter the search is independent of human selected keywords.
A typical search result is shown in Fig 4. The appearance of the search term is highlight in
red. In this case appears in the title, in keywords and 45 times in the full-text. Attached to the
author name “M. Moles” a link guides to 15 more articles in the database. A head icon
indicates that the author is member of the forum and the stand icon links to his company in

the exhibition. The article was published in 2007-11 in the Pan-American Conference of
NDT in the Ultrasonic session.

Fig. 4 A typical search result of total 587 results for ultrasonic weld testing
Author Search Form
The author search form shows more capabilities of a database organized content.

Fig. 5 Author search form
Calculation of how many articles the author or institution have published and easy access to
these articles is shown. A link near country opens a world map with shows the location of the
city. Thanks to database design calculation of TOP 100 Authors or Institutions is also
possible.
CD Proceedings in the Database – One Click CD-Proceedings
The best way to produce CD proceedings starts by collecting all data in the MySQL Database
of NDT.net. After this is done, the conference proceedings are virtually already in the basket
of NDT.net database. However, before the conference took place the articles are not visible to
the public In the next step the database can produce by a “One Click” process the content of
the CD proceedings. A conference specific design is just the main page of the CD and some
conference specific “visuals” on each page. Fig. 6 shows the main page of a conference CDproceedings.

Fig. 6 Example of CD-proceedings main Page
After the conference CD-Proceedings was released to the public, the CD is published one to
one as “hard copy” in NDT.net as a static CD content. At the same time the content with all
its articles is also visible as a part of the basket of literature. The result output of the database
of this specific proceedings is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 The standard conference proceedings database output format
The database search in Fig. 7 shows in the header specific information of this proceedings. A
link to PANNDT 2007 leads to the hard copy of the static CD content. A list of Keywords,
Authors, and Sessions of this specific proceeding is an evaluation of the complete content of
all NDT.net database. That means the generation of a list of authors of the PANDT 2007
conference is made every time an internet user clicks this link. That means no static page
exits. The advantage of dynamic generation is clearly visible by the following example. If an
author publishes new articles his or her number of papers and access to these papers are
updated every time. Another simple example is the change of email address which is updated
every time the list is generated.
More Benefits of a Database
Precondition of achieving powerful database results it is necessary to break down the
complete content into small pieces of information. You may wonder how many little pieces
an article contains. The complete data of an article is storage in one table with a total of 15
individual data cells. Even more it is necessary to interact with many other tables to calculate

search results. For example a table “author” contains another set of 6 data: Author id, First
Name, Last Name, Institute id, Profile id, and email. Another interacting table is the table
“institution” which contains the 6 data: Institution id, Institution name, City id, Country id,
exhibitor id, email. Of course tables of cities and countries are necessary too.
NDT.net with all departments, articles, exhibition, forum, etc. consists in total of about 60
tables. With this principle it is possible to interact between all NDT.net departments, e.g. an
institution of an article or news is indicated as exhibitor or an author is indicated with their
forum-member profile and in the exhibition or forum the articles of an author or institution
are shown.
Another example of powerful search evaluation is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Complex but fast search evaluations
On the top of the list of search results are shown some related results of the search term “UT
of weld”. The first block summarizes exhibitor articles and how many of each is within the
652 results. The Second block shows related keywords and how many articles deliver each
keyword.
For other departments different search interfaces are provided. Fig 9 shows the exhibition
search form. Like for articles the exhibitor information is loaded in many pieces in different
SQL tables. Tables like NDT Methods or Countries are common tables for use in different
NDT.net departments of Forum, Web Resources etc. Another advantage of this structure is
the possibility to change a value only at one place for being effective in all departments at
once. For example, if one wants to change country name China to PR China, they can do this
in a second for all departments.

Fig. 9 Exhibition search form shows more advantages of SQL
A Nondestructive Testing Encyclopaedia was written many years ago as static HTML pages.
Soon it was obvious that the maintenance of such a content could not be done by humans

without support of artificial intelligence. In a recent development the content was transferred
into the SQL. A programming in PHP handles the user interface to display the content and to
manage forms for new contributions and updates. Without human work data exchange with
other departments of NDT.net is always up to date, e.g. showing exhibitor products and
articles.
The new version offers many more features and usability. The design gives access to multiple
resources from one location, delivering results with a range of content including
encyclopaedia articles, related database articles, related Web sites, related Exhibitors and
much more. Dynamic database queries to all other NDT.net databases make it selfmaintaining and always up to date.
Fig. 10 shows the example of laser ultrasound. Any new articles of this keyword will be
automatically added. It is obvious that this could not be practically done by human input.

Fig. 10 SQL based Nondestructive Testing Encyclopaedia
Conclusion
The NDT.net database provides NDT publishers (Conferences and Journals) a free Internet
publishing service for articles, and in addition CD-ROM proceedings. That means NDT.net
creates and hosts the electronic addition of conference proceedings or other publications in
the database free of charge. Internet users can search through one connectivity NDT Database
which can be obviously be more effective than a regular Internet search. Innovative database
functions serve as an Holistic Marketing concept which leads to a maximum exposure of
exhibitors.
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